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WHAT? What are we talking about today? 

ACTIVITY | The Family is Feuding 
• INSTRUCTIONS:  Before your program, survey some friends, family, and volunteers by 

asking them the questions below, and keep track of their answers. To begin your 
teaching time, play a game inspired by the game show Family Feud, using the app The 
Feud by Crowd Control Games. This can either be done as an up-front game with two 
teams of students playing, or by splitting the room in half and letting everyone play. 
Assign points based on the popularity of the responses they correctly guess. Here are a 
few things you might include in your survey and game . . . 

o The first thing a family member says to you in the morning. 
o The most-said word or phrase in your home. 
o Your family's go-to meal. 
o Something your family talks about over dinner. 
o Something teenagers and parents fight about. 
o Something siblings fight about. 
o The most stressful thing about being a teenager. 
o The most stressful thing about parenting a teenager. 
o A time you'd ask for your parent's advice. 
o A topic you don't want to discuss with your parents. 
o A question your parents always ask you. 
o A question you hope your parents never ask you. 
o An app you don't want your parents to know you use. 
o A movie you'd never watch with your parents. 

 
STORY | Talk about a time you had an awkward interaction with a family member. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a funny story from your life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a 
story) about a time when you had an awkward interaction with a family member, 
inspired by one of the questions from your game. Keep this story funny and relatable. 

 
POLL | Do you have tough conversations with your family?  

• There are some conversations that are just awkward, but then there are conversations 
that are just plain difficult to have with a family member. 

• I'm talking about the kind of tough conversations you have to have when there is conflict 
and someone has been hurt, has made a bad decision, or needs to apologize. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Take a poll of your students’ responses, using a service like 
polleverywhere.com to display their responses on-screen, or you could do this the good 

THE BIG IDEA 
Not-so-typical families 

have tough conversations. 

THE BIBLE 
Genesis 25:21-34, 27:1-45, 32:3-20, 33:4-12; 

Matthew 18:15-17, James 1:19 

https://crowdcontrolgames.com/products/thefeud
https://crowdcontrolgames.com/products/thefeud
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old fashioned way: with raised hands, anonymous ballots, or by having students vote by 
standing in different corners of the room — one corner for each possible answer. 

• So let's take a poll . . .  
o How often do you have tough conversations with your family members? 

▪ Sometimes 
▪ Often 
▪ Never 

o How much do you enjoy having those tough conversations? 
▪ I love them! I'm always totally relaxed. 
▪ They stress me out a little, but I can handle them. 
▪ I can't do it. Where's the escape button? 

 
STORY | Talk about a time your family had a tough conversation. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Tell a story from your life (or ask a volunteer or student to tell a story) 
about a time when you had a tough conversation with a family member about something 
serious. You might talk about . . . 

o Getting confronted for your behavior, choices, or performance. 
o Apologizing for something you did. 
o Having a conversation about a topic you disagreed about. 
o Asking for or receiving advice on a sensitive or personal subject. 

 
DISCUSSION 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Give your students a few moments to share in pairs or as a group. To 
close, ask a few students to summarize what they discussed, and then share your own 
thoughts. 

• What are some reasons a family might need to have a tough conversation? 
• What's the longest amount of time one of your fights with a family member has 

lasted? What started the fight and how did it end? 
• How often does your family have tough conversations? What are those 

conversations like? 
 
YOUR ATYPICAL FAMILY COULD BE EVEN MORE ATYPICAL 

• Like we've been saying for the last couple of weeks, every family is an "atypical" family 
because no family is perfect. And because no family is perfect, every family 
occasionally has to have a tough conversation. 

• Maybe those tough conversations happen because of a difference in opinion, an unwise 
choice someone made, hurt feelings, or a misunderstanding that needs to be 
addressed. 

o Typical families either avoid having these conversations or they have them — but 
they don't go very well. 

o "Atypical" families, on the other hand, approach their tough family conflicts and 
conversations differently. 

• For the last couple of weeks, we've been saying that your "atypical" family can be used 
by God to do amazing "atypical" things in the world — but how? 
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• Last week, we talked about how "atypical" families pray for each other when there is 
conflict. Today, we'll discover a second thing "atypical" families do.  

 

SO WHAT? Why does it matter to God and to us? 

 
SCRIPTURE | Genesis 25:21-34, 27:1-45 

• So far in this series, we've met two families: the family of Adam and Eve (the world's 
very first family) and the family of Abraham. 

o Both of these families were "atypical" and imperfect in their own ways. 
o Disobedience to God, lies, murder, conflict, and disagreements make the stories 

of these families far from perfect. 
• Today, I want to introduce you to another family. This story is about the family of Isaac 

and Rebecca, and their sons Jacob and Esau. Isaac was the son of Abraham, which 
means Jacob and Esau were Abraham's grandsons. But Jacob and Esau's story isn't 
the story of brotherly love. It was an imperfect relationship from the start. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Read Genesis 25:21-34 and 27:1-45 together. Try reading from a 
version like The Voice, New Living Translation, or The Message — translations like 
these work well for longer passages and narratives! 

• Competition, jealousy, deception, conspiracies, costumes, heartbreak, and soup — 
there's a lot going on here! But here's the bottom line . . . 

o With his mom's help, Jacob tricked his brother Esau into giving up something of 
great value. 

o With his mom's help, Jacob tricked his dying father into giving him a gift that was 
never intended for him. 

o Instead of owning up to his bad behavior and making things right, Jacob ran 
away — again, with his mom's help.  

• Can you imagine being a member of this family? That's a lot of pain, deceit, and cruelty 
for one family! 

 
SCRIPTURE | Genesis 32:3-20 

• But that's not the end of Jacob and Esau's story. Years later, Jacob is married and has 
children of his own, but he hasn't spoken to Esau since he day he ran away — and now 
he's on his way to Esau's city. 

• Knowing Esau has every reason to hate (and maybe even kill) him, Jacob sends 
messengers to Esau with plenty of gifts, hoping to show Esau that he's sorry. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Read Genesis 32:3-20 and 27:1-45 together. 
 
 
 
 
SCRIPTURE | Genesis 33:4-12 

• I've had some tough conversations with my family before, but nothing like the 
conversation Jacob and Esau are about to have! Jacob knows he needs to make things 
right with his brother Esau, but who knows what Esau could be thinking? 
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o When conflict happens, but you're too stubborn, angry, ashamed, or afraid to 
have tough conversations with your family, it leaves room for some ugly things to 
grow. 

o After years of silence, Esau might hate Jacob. He might even want him dead. 
• INSTRUCTIONS: Read Genesis 33:4-12 together. 
• Amazingly, Esau didn't let the years of separation from his brother fill him with hatred 

and anger. Instead, Esau wanted to have a relationship with Jacob again. 
• But Jacob and Esau's conversation could have gone very differently. 

o It makes sense that Jacob was afraid to meet with Esau. He was probably 
ashamed to admit the wrong he'd done, but he was also afraid that Esau might 
retaliate. 

o Esau could have screamed at Jacob, attacked him, or even killed him. That 
would have been understandable, right? Jacob had stolen so much from Esau 
and never made it right. 

• But against all odds, Esau didn't show up to kill Jacob. He showed up with open arms, 
ready to have a conversation. Esau's willingness to have a conversation with Jacob, 
even after what Jacob did to him, is pretty amazing — and it was absolutely essential to 
healing their relationship. 

 
SCRIPTURE | Matthew 18:15-17 

• Many years after Jacob and Esau reconciled, Jesus preached a sermon to a group of 
His followers. Part of that sermon was about having tough conversations. 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Read Matthew 18:15-17 together. 
• God loves to see us living at peace with each other — but not fake peace, where we 

smile at each other but secretly hate each other. 
• Like we learned two weeks ago when we read the story of Adam and Eve, God 

designed us to be in relationship with God and with each other. 
• When we refuse to have tough conversations with each other, it separates us from each 

other. And when we hang onto bitterness and anger, it keeps us from having a closer 
relationship with God, too. 

• Throughout this series, we've been saying that, if you want God to use your family to do 
"atypical" things, sometimes you have to be the first person in your family to do 
something "atypical." That's what Esau did, and it's what Jesus teaches us to do. 

o When you've hurt, or been hurt, by someone in your family, the typical response 
is staying angry, avoiding each other, and getting bitter. 

o But Esau chose to do the "atypical" thing. He met with Jacob and had a tough 
conversation. 

• This might seem simple, but it's so "atypical." Not-so-typical families have tough 
conversations. 

 

NOW WHAT? What does God want us to do about it? 

 
ATYPICAL FAMILIES HAVE TOUGH CONVERSATIONS 

• Just like a tough conversation changed Jacob and Esau's families for the better, being 
willing to have a tough conversation can change your family for the better too. 
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• Every family has conflicts they struggle to solve or make right. But "atypical" families 
choose to have tough conversations in order to stay in relationships with each other. 

• Having tough conversations . . .  
o Makes room for healing and repentance. 
o Helps us learn to communicate and understand each other's perspectives. 
o Gives us a chance to create a solution together that benefits everyone. 

• But how do you have tough conversations? Having tough conversations with a family 
member doesn't have to be complicated. It could be as simple as . . . 

o Asking, "Hey, can we talk about what happened?" 
o Being patient when they share their feelings and perspective. 
o Really listening to their point of view. 
o Being honest about what you think and feel, even when it's hard. 
o Admitting when you're wrong. 
o Valuing your relationship more than being right. 

• Think right now about a conflict you have with a family member. Now imagine how that 
conflict could be transformed if you were willing to have a tough conversation about it. 

o How do you think a tough conversation could change your attitude or 
perspective? 

o How do you think a tough conversation could change the person you're 
fighting with? 

o How do you think a tough conversation could begin to change your family's 
pattern of behavior in the long-term? 

 
DISCUSSION 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Give your students a few moments to share in pairs or as a group. To 
close, ask a few students to summarize what they discussed, and then share your own 
thoughts. 

• Why is it sometimes difficult to have tough conversations with your family? What 
would make it easier? 

• Which part of a tough conversation is easiest for you? Which part is most 
difficult? 

o Starting the conversation. 
o Being patient when they talk. 
o Really listening to their point of view. 
o Being honest about what you think and feel. 
o Admitting when you're wrong. 
o Valuing your relationship more than being right. 

• What's one example of a tough conversation you've had with a family member? 
How did it go? 

• Is there a tough conversations you need to have with someone in your family? 
What's stopping you from having that conversation? 

 
ACTIVITY | Talk It Out 
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• I know it can be scary to have tough conversations with your family. Our family 
members have more power than anyone to make us feel safe and loved, but they also 
have more power than anyone to hurt us. 

• If there's a tough conversation you want or need to have with a family member, maybe 
we can practice having tough conversations here first. 

• Here at church, we might not be your family by blood, but we're still a family. 
• INSTRUCTIONS: Break your students into groups of two or three, where students can 

either role play or have real tough conversations, depending on your group and your 
students. Allow students to choose one of these options, and then have a conversation 
with their conversation partners. 

o Is there a tough conversation you need to have with a family member? Practice 
that conversation together. 

o Is there a tough conversation you need to have with a friend? Practice that 
conversation together. 

o Is there a tough conversation you need to have with each other? Have it! 
o Can't think of any tough conversations you need to have? Great! Invent a family 

conflict and practice having a tough conversation together. 
 
DISCUSSION 

• INSTRUCTIONS: Give your students a few moments to share in pairs or as a group. To 
close, ask a few students to summarize what they discussed, and then share your own 
thoughts. 

• Read James 1:19. How could you apply this verse in the next tough conversation 
you have? 

• Does our group make you feel like you are part of a family? Why or why not? 
• Are there any tough conversations you think our group needs to have with each 

other? 
 
MUSIC | "Don't Give Up on Me," by Andy Grammer 

• As you leave today, ask yourself, "Are there any tough conversations I should have with 
my family?" 

• When conflicts happen, typical families get bitter and avoid resolving their conflicts. 
But not-so-typical families have tough conversations that help them heal and grow. 

• If you commit to resolving your conflicts with your family through tough 
conversation, imagine how God might be able to use your family to do "atypical" 
things in the world! 

• INSTRUCTIONS: As students leave, play the song "Don't Give Up on Me," by Andy 
Grammer, or a song like it. 


